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Local Play about Life in Search of Composers of Original Music

Casting Call for Musicians.
Atlanta, Georgia - (May 16, 2007). Somewhat of a Character Actors Group seeks original music
for the soundtrack of the stage play, “Life on Skit Road.”
Remember your first kiss? That first hello and that final goodbye, the first time you said “I love
you” or “I do.” The first time you made love, the gut wrenching pangs of failure, and the savory
taste of sweet success. From birth to abortion, a time to celebrate to moments of heartbreak,
these are only a few of the art imitating life skits, in the much buzzed about stage play, “Life on
Skit Road.”

Life is not measured by how many breaths we take, but by the moments that take our breath away. Between
birth and death is the opportunity to live. Or so goes just two of the many inspiring messages in this
soul stirring play about the human experience of living. Perhaps a motivational seminar, stage
play and lesson in life, Life on Skit Road suggests we’re asleep at the wheel and attempts to
resuscitate us from a sterile, sluggish life on the information highway. Captivating its audience
in a goose-bump tale, this play is an awe-inspiriting reflection about precious moments that take
our breath away. Nostalgic moments that become stains and pains in our minds and souls.
Dana Hill is the creator and star of the play, as well as the namesake and President of Somewhat
of a Character Actors Group, the company presenting the play. Sure to carve out an acclaimed
space for her first stage play, Life on Skit Road is as unique as Dana’s thumbprint. Like the
woman, the play has a loner-like creative production quality that reflects her desire to be
unrestricted, uncommon and unlike any other. In this imaginative play, all roads lead to Dana
Hill’s artistic point of view. In accordance, Life on Skit Road stepped out of the copycat line of
playwriting to march to the heartbeat of Dana’s drum. “My audiences will be shown a series of
skits, a life sequence, that covers the peaks and valleys of life’s landscape. All the while telling
the story of tragedy and comedy in motion. As life unfolds on stage, my audience will laugh, cry,
reminisce and ponder their own journey,” said Hill.
A heartwarming journey through life with Hill at the Wheel, Life on Skit Road is in preproduction and will debut in Atlanta. With the opening night date in TBA (to be announced)
status, producer’s are currently accepting submissions from creators and composers of original
music. Music will be selected for the scenes of the play and the theme song. Submitted songs
may range from country to hip hop, easy listening to hard rock, spoken word to sounds of a
singing bird, but they must be original!
To submit your music go to the ‘Wake Up Calls’ link on www.somewhatofacharacter.com
To be alerted for the supporting cast calls, go to the ‘Dream Team’ link and drop your email in
the Newsletter.
Life has begun, don’t let it pass you by!
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